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The Bamboo Principle shares the habits and tactics that distinguish truly productive people from those who 
merely possess talent, and provides you with a series of activities that promise to boost your productivity. 
Learn the secrets of top performers in a variety of industries, debunk myths about success, and apply the 
lessons taught by timber bamboo—the world’s strongest grass. 

After you complete this workshop, you will have a deeper understanding about yourself, your talents, and 
the work assignments where you thrive and feel truly gratified. The Bamboo Development Model™ enables 
you to make the leap from good to great, and complete the class with a detailed Personal Development 
Plan. Managers will have a communication tool for leveraging their teams’ talents, and individuals will have 
a process for promotion, engagement and daily effectiveness. 

Topics Include: 
• The Bamboo Principle Defined 
• Three Myths about Your Potential 
• What Bamboo Teaches about Business 
• The Truth about the Overnight Success 
• How to Communicate & Coach your Peers 
• The 7 Roots Beneath Results  
• The Simple Fact about Motivation 
• Adaptation and Stress Reduction 
• Catalysts that Sustain Commitments  

 
You are aware of your strengths and talents, now learn the most efficient ways to develop and even 
monetize them, while living the mystical virtues of timber bamboo.  You will receive a workbook and a copy 
of Ken Lodi’s book, The Bamboo Principle. We look forward to seeing you there!  

 

 
Questions? Call 323-833-9933 or email ken@kenlodi.com 

 

The Bamboo Principle 
The 7 Roots of Peak Performance! 
 

September 17, 2018 
 

8:30 AM - 4:00 PM 
 

Enrollment: $250/person 
 

Edith Green-Wendell Wyatt Federal Building 
Conference Rooms 1a and 1b 
1220 SW 3rd Ave, Portland OR 97204 
 
 

Presented by Ken Lodi 
 

Creator of The Bamboo Principle, Ken Lodi is a business coach, author and professional speaker.  
He has delivered over 3,000 presentations in 5 countries, and worked as a behind the scenes coach to 
people in sports and entertainment.  He has produced several corporate training videos, and provided the 
voice-over for many successful audio training programs.  He has been featured as a subject matter expert 
on NBC News and FOX. www.kenlodi.com 
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Front & Center  

Leadership and top employees are effective communicators!  How we express our thoughts is just as important as the 
thoughts themselves. We have plenty of ideas to share, but sometimes get lost in thought, nervous in front of our peers, 
or fail to engage listeners for a variety of reasons. This is common, but also preventable.  Register and learn how! 

This fun workshop addresses the psychology and methods of effective delivery.  We take the same engaging personality 
you demonstrate with friends at a dinner party, and enable it anytime you are “front and center.” These skills are essential 
in meetings, when asking for a promotion, selling an idea, or seeking buy-in from your team.   

Best of all, what you will learn are “portable skills.”  They work in a variety of circumstances, including webinars, 
conference calls, and even at home.  Effective communication is not situational; it can become a lasting personal asset.  
From technical presentations to improved storytelling, learn how to attract the minds and support of your listener(s).   

This workshop addresses the following learning objectives: 

• Identifying presentation purpose 
• How to understand and read your audience 
• The 3 D’s:  design, develop, and deliver your message 
• Building effective introductions and conclusions 
• Using the tools of the trade:  flipcharts, handouts, etc. 
• Effective use of media: Power Point / Webinars 
• How to evaluate time v. topic 
• Managing adrenaline and nerves 
• How to arrange a room for maximum impact 
• Keys to rehearsal 
 

This is an interactive, one-day workshop that changes the way you perceive an opportunity to speak in public!  

  
Use the attached registration page and email to ken@kenlodi.com 

Questions? Call 323-833-9933 or email ken@kenlodi.com 

 

 

Front & Center 
Effective Communication &  
Presentation Skills for Meetings 
Large and Small 
 

September 18, 2018 
 

8:30 AM - 4:00 PM 
 

Enrollment: $250/person 
 

Edith Green-Wendell Wyatt Federal Building 
Conference Rooms 1a and 1b 
1220 SW 3rd Ave, Portland OR 97204 
 

 

Presented by Ken Lodi 
 

Creator of The Bamboo Principle, Ken Lodi is a business coach, author and professional speaker.  
He has delivered over 3,000 presentations in 5 countries, and worked as a behind the scenes coach to people in 
sports and entertainment.  He has produced several corporate training videos, and provided the voice-over for many 
successful audio training programs.  He has been featured as a subject matter expert on NBC News and FOX. 
www.kenlodi.com 
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Motivate, engage and empower your greatest resource: Talent! Organizations have pivoted from old beliefs about 
coaching, to a new understanding about its enormous potential, and how it is markedly different than performance 
reviews and feedback. This workshop debunks many of the myths and misconceptions about Coaching, and replaces 
them with realities around individual and team development. 

Attend this workshop and make the productive shift by recognizing: 

Coaching is not feedback: People don’t want to know where they stand, they want to know where they are 
going. People are seldom put on a sustainable path by receiving tips and pointers. What they need is a 
Development Plan assembled through dialogue and collaborative conversations that explore real opportunities.   

Coaching is not a Performance Review: Conversations about the past aren’t much fun. Research shows that both 
the manager and the team member dread uncomfortable conversations, couched in euphemisms, that reflect 
on past performance. Both parties would better benefit from an exciting, flexible plan about moving forward 
with ideas that lead to growth and promotion. 

Coaching is not remedial: Even employees who feel they need Coaching rarely speak up for fear that it is 
incriminating, and an admission that they occupy a position in spite of their weaknesses–but top performers 
always have a Coach close by. Why rely on your own experience base when you have access to input from 
someone who can help you brainstorm the resources and activities that can catapult you to the next level? 

These are just a few of the principles in this 6-hour workshop that provide a Coaching Conversation Model and a Personal 
Development Plan for both parties: The Coach, and the Coachee. 

• Practice and receive feedback around having Coaching Conversations 
• Improve the performance, engagement, and capabilities of others 
• Accelerate business outcomes 
• Assemble a Coaching Development Plan 
• Review and Practice 

We look forward to your team(s) participating in a game-changing approach to productivity and career development! 

 
Questions? Call 323-833-9933 or email ken@kenlodi.com 

 

Performance Coaching and Mentoring 
 

Where you stand is less important than  
where you’re going... 
 

September 19, 2018 
8:30 AM - 12:30 PM 
 

Enrollment: $250/person 
 
 

Edith Green-Wendell Wyatt Federal Building 
Conference Rooms 1a and 1b 
1220 SW 3rd Ave, Portland OR 97204 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
LOGISTICS 
  
SECURITY 
Attendees will undergo security screening upon entry to the building. Please bring an official 
form of government-issued photo ID such as current driver’s license or passport. 
 
CONFERENCE ROOM 
Conference Rooms 1a and 1b are located one level down from the lobby and attendees may use 
the elevators or stairs.  
 
FOOD SERVICES 
Breakfast and lunch is available in the building’s café on the lobby level. There are also 
numerous options for lunch in the immediate vicinity of the training.       
  
PARKING 
Parking is readily available close to the training location at City Center Parking, 120 SW Jefferson 
Street. 
  
MASS TRANSIT 
Attendees may also use Portland’s MAX mass transit. Several MAX stations are close to the Edith 
Green-Wendell Wyatt Federal Building: 
  
Morrison/SW 3rd Ave Station (Blue/Red Lines) 
City Hall/SW 5th Ave /Jefferson Station (Green/Orange/Yellow Lines)  
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